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Welcome to the October edition of the
magazine.

OCTOBER

We have had positive feedback about the use
of issuu to present the magazine. However, we
will continue to use the previous method of
distribution as well for a few months.
As you will see Brooklands and Goodwood are
open with restrictions.
Club and pub nights have restarted, these for
the time being will be held over zoom. Details
of how to join are on page 11. Mark is
arranging a quiz night for the first club night
Following on from last month we have another
bumper edition of the magazine with lots to
read. Mark reports on the Abingdon Car-nival
Stages. Graham tells us of an unusual 21st
birthday present. Along with a selection of
pictures from Robert, he tells us of an unusual
car he came across at one event.
We have again re-printed two more articles
from the 1994 Special Edition of the magazine,
and of course we continue to publish pictures
from the slide collection .
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always
gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve
been up to!

20th Committee
Club and Pubnights 13th and 27th
October please see notice on page
11.
Goodwood Events
Open generally for public access
Tuesday to Saturday with access to the
Aerodrome Cafe. Recommended stay,
no more than 2 hours.
Goodwood SpeedWeek 16th-18th
October. This is being run behind
closed doors. The whole event is being
live streamed, with no limitations.
Check out goodwood.com for details.
Brooklands Events
Reopened 1st August, Thursday to
Sunday, pre-booked tickets required.

Competition
We have not been advised of any
events.

Finally a warm welcome to a new member
Constant Busch
Stay safe
Annette & Robert Clayson
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GMC - Membership Fees

GMC - Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

3 for a £1.00

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media
Website:
www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook:
www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/guildfordmotorclub

GMC - Contact Details
Chairman and Secretary: Mark Feeney
71 Carfax Avenue, Tongham Farnham Surrey. GU10 1BD
Phone: 01252 319672(H) 07747 445680 (M)
email cm@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Competition Secretary: Richard Pashley
The Old Baliﬀs House, 152 Brox Road, Ottershaw Chertsey Surrey. KT16 0LQ
Phone: 01932 875253
email: cs@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Treasurer and Vice Chairman: Graham Skingle
Phone: 01252 702510
email: tr@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Social Secretary: Francis Carlisle-Kitz
Phone: 07500 512494
email:ss@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Chief Marshal: Jon Marlow
Phone: 07970 926905
Magazine Editors and Website: Annette and Robert Clayson
39 Longhope Drive, Wrecclesham Farnham, Surrey. GU10 4SN
Phone: 01252 726618
Email: intune@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
In Tune
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21st Birthday Experience
Ever since Gromit was first seen riding in Wallace’s motorcycle sidecar (A Close Shave)
my daughter Rachael has had a desire to do the same. This desire was at last realised
when we arranged a motorcycle sidecar ride for her on her 21st Birthday.
A few weeks ago, my wife, Sharron, happened to see a motorcycle and sidecar when
she was out in the car. It did not register straight away, but when it did, it was one of
those lightbulb moments. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately for the chap spotted, he
was long gone before the idea crystallised. Otherwise this unsuspecting motorcycle &
sidecar pilot may have been hotly pursued until a suitable opportunity for a chat
presented itself. Nevertheless, not to be deterred, Sharron looked up the Vintage Motor
Cycle Club on the internet and sent oﬀ an enquiry to see if a ride in a sidecar could be
arranged for Rachael’s 21st birthday. Very soon the request was answered by Brian
(Secretary of the Surrey and Sussex Section), who kindly oﬀered to come over on the
appointed day and take Rachael for a trip in his sidecar. Due to a communications mixup, the plans were revealed, and Rachael got to know in advance. As it turned out, this
heightened the experience through the sense of anticipation.

With all arrangements in place, Brian and his wife Janine came over from Crawley on the
day in the BSA and sidecar shown, a lovely piece of motorcycle heritage and only one
part of Brian’s two/three wheel fleet. The motive power is a BSA Golden Flash which
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Brian has had since June 2018. It is a twin
cylinder 650 cc four-stroke, originally built in
1951 with an output of 35 hp. The bike was
restored over a period of 5 years by an extoolmaker (who unfortunately was then too
old to ride it) who lived in Doncaster and did
such an excellent job that only minor
adjustments have had to be made in the
4,000 miles it has been ridden so far.
Brian found the sidecar on eBay and joined it
to the BSA In May 2020. The sidecar, a 1962 Watsonian
Monza Mk1 had been in storage since new and
therefore was in excellent condition. After many hours
of setting up the toe-in, lean-out and fitting a new
Hagon suspension unit, the outfit now tracks perfectly.
The weather was perfect; warm and dry. As you do,
Rachael had been trying to do justice to Wallace and
Gromit with her outfit. A specially knitted Wallace style
tank top was paired with a pair of white trousers.
Brian’s advice on seeing the white trousers was to
change these for something a little less vulnerable to
marking as you must stand on the seat to get into the
sidecar. This wardrobe alteration accomplished, Janine
leant Rachael her sheepskin jacket and neck warmer
and suggested that a headscarf might be a good idea
to restrain her long hair; it is not compulsory to wear a
crash helmet as a passenger in a sidecar. A suitable
scarf was found and tied in place.

In Tune
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Robert and wife Annette (as second mother to Rachael) had also been invited over to
share the occasion. So, following some photographs and instruction on how to get in
and out of the sidecar Brian and Rachael were ready to go.
Mark had also suggested that I might like to ride pillion on his motorbike and take
photos during the ride. Not to miss this opportunity, I readily accepted. In discussion
with Brian, this proved to be a good arrangement as Brian was able to follow us at
junctions as he was unfamiliar with the local roads.
I have noticed that some
motorcycle TV crews on
the Tour de France face
backwards for good shots
of following riders!
Unsurprisingly, I did not
choose this option. I
know it is bad enough for
the rider when the pillion
does
not
lean
a p p ro p r i a t e l y a ro u n d
corners and facing
backwards was likely to
exacerbate this situation,
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but I was also certain that I would feel very unstable.
We set oﬀ, Mark leading the way with Brian and Rachael in hot pursuit. I could not turn
around far enough to see them, so I just pointed the camera backwards and fired oﬀ a
few shots – they were rubbish. We went up through Thursley and then turned up the old
A3 – now a noticeably quiet road running alongside the new A3, almost up to the
Hindhead tunnel entrance. Just before
passing underneath the A3, Brian &
Rachael moved ahead of us and I was
able to take the only reasonable photo on
the ride; all the others were blurred. As
you can see, Rachael was really enjoying
the experience.
At one stage, on what was probably the
narrowest section, we met a learner driver
coming the other way! Like us, they had
probably chosen the route thinking it
In Tune
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would be free from traﬃc and
d i s t r a c t i o n s . H a p p i l y, t h e
surprise was dealt with safely by
all parties and we continued to
Brook, then through Milford and
back to Elstead.
The whole event worked out
well for all of us. For Rachael, it
satisfied her long held ambition.
For Mark, it proved to be a good
excuse to get the Triumph out
and go for a ride. And for me, I
was able to try my hand at
photography from the pillion
seat.
Sharron and I would like to
thank both Brian & Janine for all
the eﬀort and enthusiasm that
they put in to making the event
so special and memorable for
Rachael.
Graham
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Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. More from the 1994 special edition of
the magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous editions.
This month we have two reports; Bob Blows reports on the Classic Scatter and Annette
Clayson recounts the activities at The Merry Harrier Production Car Trial.

The Classic Scatter
by Bob Blows
The start was an excellent choice for the event, being the same as for the Nov Nav, Fleet
services westbound lorry park. However, navigation via junction 4a (M3) proved
somewhat diﬃcult as OS map I86 does not show the revised road layout. ‘Wasn't like
this in my day’ said a very old driver. We diverted back to junction 4 via Cove and arrived
at the start ready to distribute Nov Nav regs ( 14/15 etc.) and issue Registration
documents, and finally to prepare the car for the event (mints in glove compartment,
driver in right hand seat, brain in boot). it was very pleasing to note that once again
Guildford Motor Club were contributing almost a third of the crews — we seem
particularly strong, especially at the novice level.
Having received the roadbook, Jules wandered aimlessly back to the car (all other
drivers having run, of course ). l would blame his age, but l know diﬀerent. On his
eventual installation in the car he delivered the earth-shattering question “l suppose we
have to leave the start by going west?“ Jules is very quick and has caught many a sloth
in native Sutton. A quick plot of the travelling marshal and we were underway
(westbound). Navigating to the travelling marshal l remarked that this was the finish of
the Nov Nav. Jules responded in the time honoured fashion “lf l knew where we were l
could comment". Rushing out of the marshal point we decided to plot the remaining
clues before deciding our strategy. l had already plotted some on the drive from the
start, and the rest seemed to work reasonably well.
Deciding that it would be wise to get one of the marshals out of the way I directed Jules,
"Onto the M3 westbound depart junction 7 onto A30 turn left at Lunways lnn to
marshal". Sounds easy doesn’t it’? This is what the experts do. I got my head down to
finish oﬀ the tricky plotting and Jules exited the M3 at junction 7 and drove back into
Basingstoke! Jules, nudged me awake and asked “Where do l go at this
roundabout?" (Anybody can go wrong over a tiny little instruction!) Driving away from
Basingstoke (westbound) l decided that navigating was my job and l was certainly going
to tell him where to go! On arrival at the marshal, we looked in and noticed final
codeboard information in the marshal‘s car window. l asked Jules whether he had
picked up the info at the traveller (knowing full well that he hadn't). Panic started to
In Tune
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creep in, too hasty plotting and a mistake was made on clue 30, (it's easy for experts to
get it wrong). We therefore had to rethink our strategy. i.e. get it right. A visit to the
traveller was essential, necessitating a new route.
Now, weary reader, you would think that by this time we would have really blown it,
however some reasonably quick driving, a couple of ‘bang on’ plots and things were
looking up. l must admit to having to nag Jules to extract his digit, but the diﬀerence in
ride between Steve’s 205 with solid suspension and the hydraulics of the BX gave quite
a diﬀerent feel to the state of forward motion. Needless to say we were pressing on.
Things did improve from then on as we got our act together, and apart from the normal
complaints from Jules about road surface, oncoming traﬃc and dozy navigator, the
event proved straightforward after our initial mistakes. The return to ‘parc ferme', lorry
park to you and me, delighted the hordes gathered to witness our spectacular arrival,
purr of diesel engine, whine as the turbo wound down and the navigator got out. There
was general laughter as we had finished with a puncture.

The Soft Feminine Touch of the Right Foot does the Trick
by Annette Clayson
I have always had a soft spot for Ashleigh White ever since we met at Beacon Hill Junior
School too many years ago for me to divulge in this article. This soft spot was amply
rewarded one weekend in October when l participated in an excellent Production Car
Trial organised by Ashleigh. As the tale unfolds the more cynical of you may feel my
attitude towards Ashleigh and the Production Car Trial were influenced by the final
results of the event. l am sorry to see such cynicism in those so young and hope that
you will try and overcome these unworthy feelings.
Get on, get on, l hear you cry. Well on Sunday 10th October 12 (or maybe 13) intrepid
crews in 7 cars descended upon the wonderfully inclined hill behind the Merry Harriers in
Hambledon for a day of driving gently or otherwise up the hill wiggling between posts
and ideally not hitting them. Those who got the highest up the hills scored the lowest
points. The lower the better.
Now you also need to know that l had been misled. l think this event usually takes place
in East Worldham not a mile from our house. (Robert’s contradicting me, but l’m ignoring
him) So I can nip home at times of stress, boredom or starvation. l volunteered to
participate assuming that it was just round the corner. Instead I have to get up at the
crack of dawn, persuade 20 month old Michael that his parents had not taken leave of
their senses by forcing him out of his cot at an hour which is reminiscent of a week day,
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force Ready Brek down and out of the door by 9am, all on a Sunday. You may judge
from this that my humour was not one of total contentment.
I need also to mention that both Robert and I were participating in the pristine, soupedup Mini that usually resides peacefully in our garage. After signing on we tried a few hills
together with us bouncing for each other and Michael sitting in his pushchair in the
bushes so that the exuberant likes of the Coles, Madgewicks and Marlows did not
squash him en route between hills. This did not go down well with Junior Clayson, even
when Nanny Golbey took charge. So, parental guilt to the fore, we then did a few hills
without passengers. We were both, at this stage, doing reasonably well, probably about
second and third behind a fibre-glass TVR Tuscan. The turning point came for me just
before lunch when Emma and Jenny White (yes, daughters of the aforementioned
Ashleigh) became joint passengers and bounced the Mini up four hills right to the top.
Giving the only clear run of the day.
Following this unbeatable performance we had an excellent pub lunch,despite the sign
outside which proclaims: LOUSY FOOD, WARM BEER. The afternoon brought a few hills
which we couldn't quite conquer. This may have been because Michael decided he
would go to sleep in his car seat in the back! As we haven’t yet received the oﬃcial final
results l had better be careful not to gloat too much. l know that Robert wasn’t too far
behind in the results, but I think, dear reader that you also need to note that May Cole
also finished in front of Steve. Now I know that it is dangerous to make sweeping
assumptions from such a small sample but l think, on this occasion the delicate touch of
the feminine right foot was what did the trick.
It also was highly therapeutic for me as l am currently driving an automatic Toyota
Corolla after a Citroen CX decided to drive into my M registered 16V Clio. That’s it, don't
all weep together.

Club and Pubnight Updates.
With no return to Clubnights at The Fox likely in the immediate future, we have decided
to set up a Zoom meeting on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays for each month instead.
The meeting reference number will be found in the bulletin each month, as a link directly
to the meeting. So, all you need to do is click on the link and your device will
automatically connect to Zoom and log you into the meeting. You don’t have to worry
about meeting id numbers and passcodes, but I’ll provide them anyway.
If you don’t have Zoom on your device (laptop, PC or phone), the software will download
itself when you click on the link.
In Tune
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The first such meeting will be on October 13th at 20:00. I’m planning a motoring/
motorsport themed quiz night. As it’s the first time I’ve tried anything this modern and
technologically advanced, there may be a few teething issues – all part of the learning
curve.
Tuesday 13th October 20:00
Meeting ID. - Click Here
Here are the id and passcode if you really want them
Meeting ID: 876 9661 0105
Passcode: 515547
Tuesday 27th October 20:00
meeting ID. - Click Here
Here are the id and passcode if you really want them
Meeting ID: 875 2211 6536
Passcode: 101665
The links and details are also on the website.

Austin Healey Jamaican GT
A couple of weeks ago I was at Lydden Hill circuit for the Historic Racing Drivers Club
(HRDC) “Historics on the Hill” meeting. amongst all the usual cars (more pictures from
the event follow later in the Newsletter) was this unusual car, I must admit I have seen it
racing before but never tried to find out more about it.
The underlying car is an Austin Healey 3000 and the body was from a company called
Fiberfab.
As with many of these similar companies they
were short lived with multiple owners. Fiberfab
was founded in 1964 by Warren “Bud” Goodwin a
former sports car race and a keen fisherman.
Born in 1921/22. Goodwin’s previous company
Sports Car Engineering manufactured Microplas
Mistral bodies under licence and sold them as the
Spyder.
Mistral

Fiberfab produced numerous fibreglass bodies for
home build sports cars and the Jamaican was loosely styled on a Lamborghini Muira.
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A pair of period adverts for the Mistral
As you will see from the adverts below for the Jamaican the body would fit an Austin
Healey, Triumph TR, MG and VW. There was also an option for a chassis to take a V8.
The name Jamaican is said to have come from Goodwin’s second wife’s name, Jamaica.
In 1967 he was arrested on suspicion of murdering his 28 year old wife. Goodwin
claimed the shooting was accidental, he was charged with voluntary manslaughter and
sentenced to 12 months’ imprisonment. He died in jail from a heart attack in December
1968.

Fiberfab started building street rod parts and body panels for Mustangs in Los Angeles
before moving on to kit cars. The company moved first to Sunnyvale, and then in 1966
to Santa Clara. It had a branch in West Germany from 1967 until 1973 at Ditzigen. The
German company, also named Fiberfab severed its links with the American Fiberfab in
1973, moved to Aunstein, and began to make a jeep style vehicle of its own. It
continued to make Bonitos until 1981 when it sold its version to a British Company,

In Tune
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ACM. The American company changed hands
several times during the late 70’s and early 80’s.
The particular car photographed here was a 1959
left hand drive Mark 1 Austin Healey 3000 in ivory
white car sold in the USA. In the late 60’s it was
converted with a Jamaican body.
The car was purchased by its current owner four year ago from its first UK owner. At the
time of purchase it was in need of a full restoration. At that time it was decided to restore
it to a period race car.
As the car is currently for sale the following details
were extracted “The restoration involved a
complete nut and bolt restoration starting oﬀ with
shot blasting of the Healey chassis which had new
metal let in where required and power coated . New
outriggers , inner wings and rear spring mounts and
crossmembers.
The mechanicals were all fully rebuilt or replaced to
full race spec , most items from Dennis Welch
Healeys . Suspension , brakes engine components ,
collapsible steering column , tramp bars.
The engine was built by Richard Parker and was
freshened up this season with a steel crank , new
rods , it now produces 285bhp on a bench dyno
with Sam Wilson and revs to just over 7000rpm .
Has only ran for 4.5 hours
The Gearbox was built by Adrian Wynn and has
done 7 hours , complete with competition
overdrive.
The wheels , hub ends , drums , discs etc were all
new , recent new calipers.
The bodywork was fully repainted in Austin Healey
Ice Blue , new laminate screen recently fitted and perspex side and rear windows ”
Robert
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Abingdon Carnival Stages 2020.
The end of an era.
In 1979, the world was a hugely diﬀerent place from that which we now see around us.
There was no internet, to use a phone whilst mobile, you needed to drive to the nearest
phone box. A Personal Computer was the size of a semi-detached house. I had a huge
amount of hair and weighed several stones less than I do now. There was however, a
constant – the Mk1 rallying Escort.
I started my rallying involvement in 1979. Marshalling with the rest of GMC on the
Bricksbury Hill stage, west of Farnham, on what may have been the Sort-Out stages, I
can’t remember. I do know that the entry list would have been about 120 cars made up
of the latest sporting models from the major manufacturers taking the top seeded
places, with clubmen filling the rest. A few cars we now rarely see on rallies or the roads,
Hillman Imp’s, Avenger’s and Hunter’s, Triumph Vitesse’s and 2000’s, BL MGB’s, TR7’s,
1800 “Landcrab’s”, Vauxhall’s, Saab’s, Lada’s, Renault’s, Lancia’s, Datsun’s and of
course plenty of Mini’s.
The vast majority of the rest of the field would have been Escorts. Mainly Mk1’s, as they
were cheap(ish) and plentiful. It stayed that way for many years, albeit, with MkII’s
becoming the favourite in recent years. Still, there had always been a couple of the
earlier models in every rally, until yesterday. For the first time in 41 years I was
marshalling on a rally with no Mk1 Escorts.
All change.
One of the attractions in
marshalling is the catching
up with old friends at
signing-on and in the
service area, before going
out for a day’s motorsport in
the fresh air. The 2020
Carnival was to be
significantly diﬀerent. It was
one of the first stage rallies
to be organised since we
were allowed out to play
following 6 months
shielding, and many of the
familiar processes had to
In Tune
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change. Signing-on was done
digitally a week before the
event, with the marshals briefing
done via Zoom or listening to a
recording. We were all strongly
advised not to visit the service
area as there would be upwards
of 400 potential contamination
sources milling around.
So, at 7:30 we queued, masked
up, in a closed car to be given
our marshal post number and a
PPE pack from the socially
distanced Chief Marshal.
Abingdon is a training military airfield where we use both sides of the main runway as
well as the taxi ways and side runways. It’s all tarmac, and ridiculously fast. Junction 7
was the imaginatively named location we were to be responsible for. Jon, Francis, and I
were joined by a Radio crew and another marshal from Southsea MC.
J7 was a cheeky little number. The pace notes into it would have been something like 500, 6L into Open HpR, don’t cut, into 2R, 30 SqL, 400. Basically, a long straight into a
sharp left, immediately followed by an open hairpin right, across the runway and the oﬀ
down a long straight, and no longer our problem.
Stage 1 always catches a few drivers out. ‘Cone blindness’ is the problem. There are so
many cones lining the route, that the driver gets really confused by them all and is prone
to all sorts of daft manoeuvres. Several of them got around the hairpin only to drive
through the cones before they had crossed the runway then swerving back onto the
right line. Surprisingly, none of them out-braked themselves on the way into the junction,
so we didn’t have much rebuilding to do.
The highlight of the day was car 85, crewed by James Hardy and Nick Wilkins. Luckily
for us, a little red Nissan Micra. On the exit from the hairpin, it looked like he got the
power on a bit early, and then either braked of lifted-oﬀ, the front nearside wheel tucked
in and over he went. It was a very graceful slowmotion roll, and only just had enough inertia to get
onto its roof. Of course, it went co-drivers’ side first.

A rolled Micra.
Not car 85, as no photos are allowed at Abingdon.
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In the digital briefing, we’d been
instructed not to approach
stranded cars unless there was
a risk to the health of the crew.
With mask on, I approached the
car at the trot, and could clearly
see movement – a good sign.
W i t h J o n c o n t ro l l i n g a n y
approaching cars and acting as
lookout, I opened the doors and
checked each of the crew, they
were fine, and they scrambled
out. After they had got there
breath back the driver asked if
there was any chance of getting
it back on its wheels. Absolutely there was, being a Micra. Anything heavier and it would
have had to stay there.
The crew, Francis and I just heaved a couple of times and over it went. It started first
time but smoked quite a bit. The screen was smashed above the co-driver, but still in
place. The mirrors and auxiliary lights (why, on a daytime event??) were broken oﬀ, but
that’s about all. The crew buckled themselves back in and smoked their way oﬀ down
the runway. The smoking wasn’t terminal, just a bit of oil getting past the pistons whilst
inverted.
We were all genuinely pleased to see them go past on stage 2, with an acre of tank tape
over the broken part of the screen. Even more so on the last stage when they gave us
the thumbs-up for helping them complete the event. They finished 59th O/A. 14:18 down
on the winner.
I think it’ll take a bit more than just a bit of T-cut to get the scratches out!
18 seconds split the top three in the end. The Lotus Exige of 4 times previous winner,
Simon Mauger/Matthew Faulkener took top honours, 17 seconds clear of Mark Kelly/
Neil Colman in their Ford Focus RS. The third placed Porsche 997 of Chris West/Keith
Hounslow was just 1 second behind. Checkout https://www.ewrc-results.com/results/
62009-abingdon-car-nival-stages-2020 for the full results list.
There were 99 starters of which 69 finished – and sadly, not a Mk1 Escort in sight.
Mark.
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Out and About
The Concours of Elegance at Hampton
Court
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“Historics on the Hill” The HRDC at Lydden Hill
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Goodwood Speed Week Testing
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This month’s selection are from a stop on the 1000 Mile trial of the VCC in 1970.
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